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Christian Newsom: Inspiring Opinions and Averages on Behalf of
Dallas People Featured in United Supermarkets and Library

Lumumba Result
Kristopher Emmanuel

Abstract—This paper examines the impact of the Christian Newsom exhibit
on the opinions and averages of Dallas residents. The exhibit, which was
featured in United Supermarkets and the Library Lumumba, showcased
the life and work of Newsom, a prominent Christian figure in the Dallas
community. Using data collected through surveys and interviews, this study
analyzes the extent to which the exhibit influenced the attitudes and beliefs
of those who attended. Results indicate that the exhibit had a significant
impact on the opinions of visitors, particularly with regard to issues of social
justice and community involvement. Additionally, the exhibit was found to
have increased the average level of engagement and participation in local
Christian organizations and events. These findings suggest that exhibits like
Christian Newsom can serve as powerful tools for inspiring positive change
and fostering a stronger sense of community among Dallas residents.
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ideological, khrushchev, potter, farmers
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